The provided image contains a patent document, specifically pages 3, 4, and 5 of the document. The text is in English and includes patent classification, inventor details, and technological information related to an image processing method and apparatus. The document also features a diagram illustrating the process flow from a first binary code generation unit, through a grayscale code conversion unit, to an image encoding unit. The narrative text explains the process of generating first binary codes from grayscale images, converting them into grayscale codes, and then encoding the image using these codes. The text is technical and detailed, typical of patent applications which detail inventions and their applications. The diagram visually represents the flow of data through these units, aiding in understanding the patent's description of the method and apparatus for processing images.
Description

IMAGE PROCESSING METHOD AND IMAGE PROCESSING APPARATUS USING LEAST SIGNIFICANT BITS

Technical Field

[1] Methods and apparatuses consistent with the present invention relate to image processing using least significant bits (LSBs), and more particularly, to an image processing method and apparatus using LSBs of gray code bit-planes or binary code bit-planes.

Background Art

[2] If each pixel value is represented by using a bitstream, most significant bits of the bitstream may greatly contribute to characterize the image. By using such characteristics of images, a bit-plane into which a bit of a predetermined rank of each pixel value is inserted at every pixel position of an image, is used in image processing fields. If a pixel value of an image is represented by using eight bits, the number of bit-planes available for insertion is eight.

[3] FIGS. 1A and 1B are a diagram and a flowchart, respectively, for describing a method of separating n least significant bit-planes 120 from an image formed of N bit-planes 110, according to a related art.

[4] Referring to FIGS. 1A and 1B, if a pixel value is represented by using a bitstream including N bits, a highest-order bit of the bitstream is referred to as the most significant bit (MSB) and a last Nth bit of the bitstream is referred to as the least significant bit (LSB). Thus, when an image is represented by using bit-planes, the image includes the N bit-planes 110 from the MSBs to the LSBs. In the related art, in some cases, only LSBs including the LSB of each bitstream are used. Thus, the n least significant bit-planes 120 are separated from the N bit-planes 110 in operation 150 and are used to process the image.

[5] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating bitstreams and bit-planes according to the related art of FIGS. 1A and 1B.

[6] A bit-plane on an image pixel is represented as a binary code.

[7] Referring to FIG. 2, for example, when pixel values of individual eight-bit bitstreams 211 through 217 are 127, 127, 128, 128, 128, 128, and 128, respectively, binary codes 210 corresponding to the pixel values are formed. In this case, bits at a predetermined pixel position of individual binary codes 211 through 217 are arranged on one bit-plane, and if bit-planes including bits 220 corresponding to four LSBs are separated from the binary codes 210, only four-bit binary codes 230 are separated.

[8] However, although the pixel values of 127, 127, 128, 128, 128, 128, and 128 in the
binary codes 210 have correlation and similarity with neighboring pixels, if only the
four-bit binary codes 230 are separated, individual four-bit bitstreams 231 through 237
have values 15, 15, 0, 0, 0, 0, and 0, respectively, and thus the correlation and
similarity with neighboring pixels is reduced.

Disclosure of Invention

Technical Solution

[9] The present invention provides an image processing method and image processing
apparatus using LSBs, through which correlations between neighboring pixels may be
considered when a predetermined number of least significant bit-planes are separated
from an image represented by using a plurality of bit-planes.

[10] According to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided an image
processing method using LSBs, including generating first binary codes by converting
pixel values of an input image into a binary code format; converting the first binary
codes into gray codes and determining a predetermined number of sequential LSBs
from among the gray codes; and generating second binary codes by converting the deter-
determined LSBs of the gray codes into a binary code format.

10-2008-0045482, filed on May 16, 2008, in the Korean Intellectual Property Office,
the disclosure of which is incorporated herein in its entirety by reference.

Advantageous Effects

[12] When predetermined least significant bit-planes are separated from an image rep-
resented by using a plurality of bit-planes, correlations between neighboring pixels
may be maintained by converting binary code bit-planes into gray code bit-planes and
reconverting LSBs of the gray code bit-planes into binary bits. By maintaining cor-
relations between neighboring pixels, efficiency of various image processing op-
erations using LSBs may be improved. In particular, when an image is compressed, an
image compression rate of LSBs may be increased.

Description of Drawings

[13] The above and other aspects of the present invention will become more apparent by
describing in detail exemplary embodiments thereof with reference to the attached
drawings in which:

[14] FIGS. 1A and 1B are a diagram and a flowchart, respectively, for describing a related
art method of separating n least significant bit-planes from an image formed of N bit-
planes;

[15] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating bitstreams and bit-planes according to related FIGS.
1A and 1B;

[16] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an image processing apparatus according to an
exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
[17] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an image decoding apparatus according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
[18] FIG. 5 is a diagram for describing a method of separating least significant bit-planes from bit-planes of an image, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
[19] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating binary/gray codes processed according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
[20] FIG. 7 is a flowchart of an image processing method according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention; and
[21] FIG. 8 is a flowchart of an image decoding method according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

Best Mode

According to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided an image processing method using LSBs, including generating first binary codes by converting pixel values of an input image into a binary code format; converting the first binary codes into gray codes and determining a predetermined number of sequential LSBs from among the gray codes; and generating second binary codes by converting the determined LSBs of the gray codes into a binary code format.

The generating of the first binary codes may include generating first bit-planes for binary codes of the input image.

The converting of the first binary codes into the gray codes and determining of the predetermined number of sequential LSBs may include generating second bit-planes for gray codes of the input image; and determining bit-planes corresponding to the predetermined number of sequential LSBs from among the second bit-planes.

The generating of the second binary codes may include generating third bit-planes for the second binary codes.

The image processing method may further include encoding the input image by using the generated second binary codes.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an image decoding method using gray codes, including generating first gray codes by converting received first binary codes into a gray code format; generating second gray codes comprising the first gray codes as sequential LSBs; and generating second binary codes by converting the second gray codes into a binary code format.

At least one of the first binary codes, the first gray codes, and the second gray codes may be formed in a bit-plane format.

The image decoding method may further include obtaining third gray codes for MSBs of the second gray codes, and the generating of the second gray codes may
include generating the second gray codes by sequentially inserting the third gray codes into the MSBs of the second gray codes and sequentially inserting the first gray codes into the LSBs of the second gray codes.

[30] The generating of the second gray codes may include generating the second gray codes by sequentially inserting the first gray codes into a predetermined number of LSBs.

[31] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an image processing apparatus using LSBs, including a first binary code generation unit generating first binary codes by converting pixel values of an input image into a binary code format; a gray code conversion unit converting the first binary codes into gray codes and determining a predetermined number of sequential LSBs from among the gray codes; and a second binary code reconversion unit generating second binary codes by converting the determined LSBs of the gray codes into a binary code format.

[32] The first binary code generation unit may generate first bit-planes for binary codes of the input image.

[33] The gray code conversion unit may generate second bit-planes for gray codes of the input image, and determine bit-planes corresponding to the predetermined number of sequential LSBs from among the second bit-planes.

[34] The second binary code reconversion unit may generate third bit-planes for the second binary codes.

[35] The image processing apparatus may further include an image encoding unit encoding the input image by using the generated second binary codes.

[36] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided an image decoding apparatus using gray codes, including a first gray code conversion unit generating first gray codes by converting received first binary codes into a gray code format; a second gray code generation unit generating second gray codes comprising the first gray codes as sequential LSBs; and a second binary code conversion unit generating second binary codes by converting the second gray codes into a binary code format.

[37] At least one of the first binary codes, the first gray codes, and the second gray codes may be formed in a bit-plane format.

[38] The image decoding apparatus may further include a third gray code obtaining unit obtaining third gray codes for MSBs of the second gray codes, and the second gray code generation unit may generate the second gray codes by sequentially inserting the third gray codes into the MSBs of the second gray codes and sequentially inserting the first gray codes into the LSBs of the second gray codes.

[39] The second gray code generation unit may generate the second gray codes by sequentially inserting the first gray codes into a predetermined number of LSBs.
According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a computer readable recording medium having recorded thereon a computer program for executing the image processing method.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a computer readable recording medium having recorded thereon a computer program for executing the image decoding method.

Mode for Invention

Hereinafter, the present invention will be described in detail by explaining exemplary embodiments of the invention with reference to the attached drawings.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an image processing apparatus 300 according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

Referring to FIG. 3, the image processing apparatus 300 includes a first binary code generation unit 310, a gray code conversion unit 320, and a second binary code reconversion unit 330.

The first binary code generation unit 310 represents pixel values of an input image by using binary codes so as to generate first binary codes, and then outputs the generated first binary codes to the gray code conversion unit 320.

The first binary code generation unit 310 may generate first bit-planes which are obtained by forming the first binary codes regarding the pixel values of the input image, into a bit-plane format.

The gray code conversion unit 320 converts the first binary codes input from the first binary code generation unit 310, into gray codes, determines a predetermined number of sequential LSBs from among the gray codes, and outputs the determined LSBs of the gray codes to the second binary code reconversion unit 330. In this case, if the gray codes regarding the pixel values of the input image are represented by using N bits, the predetermined number of sequential LSBs may include only the LSB, which is the lowest-order bit, or may include sequential LSBs from the lowest-order LSB to a predetermined-order bit that is not the MSB.

The gray code conversion unit 320 may generate second bit-planes in order to represent the gray codes regarding the pixel values of the input image, into a bit-plane format. Thus, least significant bit-planes corresponding to the LSBs of the gray codes are determined from among the second bit-planes and are output to the second binary code reconversion unit 330.

The second binary code reconversion unit 330 receives the LSBs of the gray codes from the gray code conversion unit 320, converts the LSBs of the gray codes into binary codes so as to generate second binary codes, and outputs the second binary codes.

The second binary code reconversion unit 330 may generate third bit-planes which
are obtained by forming the second binary codes, into a bit-plane format.

[51] The image processing apparatus may further include an image encoding unit 340 which encodes the input image by using the second binary codes output by the second binary code reconversion unit 330.

[52] Although not shown, the image processing apparatus 300 may include various post processing units using the LSBs of the gray codes regarding the pixel values of the input image. For example, when an image is compressed, MSBs and LSBs of the gray codes regarding the pixel values of the input image may be separately encoded. An LSB probably has a value 0 and thus it is more effective to separately encode the MSBs and the LSBs in an encoding operation.

[53] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an image decoding apparatus 400 according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

[54] Referring to FIG. 4, the image decoding apparatus 400 includes a first gray code conversion unit 410, a second gray code generation unit 420, and a second binary code conversion unit 430.

[55] The first gray code conversion unit 410 converts received first binary codes into a gray code format so as to generate first gray codes, and outputs the generated first gray codes to the second gray code generation unit 420.

[56] The first gray code conversion unit 410 may receive the first binary codes in a bit-plane format, convert the first binary codes into the gray code format, and thus generate the first gray codes in a bit-plane format.

[57] The second gray code generation unit 420 generates second gray codes including the first gray codes output by the first gray code conversion unit 410, and outputs the second gray codes to the second binary code conversion unit 430. The first gray codes are sequentially inserted into LSBs of the second gray codes such that the number of bits of the first gray codes corresponds to the number of the LSBs of the second gray codes.

[58] When the first gray codes are inserted into the LSBs of the second gray codes, the number of the LSBs is not limited to one. In more detail, the LSBs of the second gray codes may be a set of a predetermined number of sequential bits from the LSB, in which the MSB is not included.

[59] The image decoding apparatus 400 may further include a third gray code obtaining unit 440 which obtains third gray codes for LSBs of the second gray codes. The second gray code generation unit 420 receives the third gray codes from the third gray code obtaining unit, and inserts the third gray codes into sequential MSBs of the second gray codes. Thus, the second gray codes may be completely formed.

[60] The second gray code generation unit 420 may generate the second gray codes in a bit-plane format.
The second binary code conversion unit 430 converts the second gray codes input from the second gray code generation unit 420, into a binary code format so as to generate second binary codes. In this case, the second binary codes may be generated in a bit-plane format.

A method of processing binary codes and gray codes regarding pixel values of an input image in a bit-plane format will now be described with reference to FIGS. 5 and 6.

FIG. 5 is a diagram for describing a method of separating least significant bit-planes from bit-planes of an image, according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 5 will be described in conjunction with FIG. 3.

Referring to FIG. 5, the first binary code generation unit 310 generates N-bit binary code bit-planes 510 regarding pixel values of an input image. In FIG. 5, eight-bit binary code bit-planes are generated.

The gray code conversion unit 320 converts the binary code bit-planes 510 into gray code bit-planes, and separates the gray code bit-planes into a predetermined number of most significant bit-planes 520 and other least significant bit-planes 530. In FIG. 5, the gray code bit-planes are separated into four most significant bit-planes and four least significant bit-planes.

The second binary code reconversion unit 330 converts only the least significant bit-planes 530 of the gray code bit-planes into a binary code format so as to generate binary code bit-planes 540 including four LSBS from the LSB.

FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating binary/gray codes processed according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 6 will be described in conjunction with FIGS. 3 and 4.

Referring to FIG. 6, the first binary code generation unit 310 generates first binary codes 610. In FIG. 6, eight-bit binary codes are generated. The four-LSB binary codes of the first binary codes 610 have the values of 15, 15, 0, 0, 0, 0, and 0 respectively which have less correlation and similarity with neighboring pixels than the values 127, 127, 128, 128, 128, 128, and 128 respectively of the original eight-bit binary codes.

The gray code conversion unit 320 converts the first binary codes 610 into gray codes 620. Also, a predetermined number of LSB gray codes 630 are determined from among the gray codes 620. In FIG. 6, four-LSB gray codes are determined.

The second binary code reconversion unit 330 converts the LSB gray codes 630 into a binary code format so as to generate second binary codes 640. The second binary codes 640 have values 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, and 0 respectively which have more correlation and similarity with neighboring pixels than the values 15, 15, 0, 0, 0, 0, and 0 of the four-LSB binary codes of the first binary codes 610. This is because gray codes have smaller variations in bits in accordance with sequential variations in pixel values, in
comparison to binary codes.

In the image decoding apparatus 400, the first gray code conversion unit 410 receives the second binary codes 640 so as to convert the second binary codes 640 into first gray codes, the second gray code generation unit 420 generates the gray codes 620 as second gray codes by inserting the first gray codes into the second gray codes as the LSB gray codes 630, and the second binary code conversion unit 430 reconverts the second gray codes into the first binary codes 610. Thus, an image is restored.

FIG. 7 is a flowchart of an image processing method according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

Referring to FIG. 7, in operation 710, first binary codes representing pixel values of an input image by using binary codes are generated. The first binary codes may be generated in a bit-plane format.

In operation 720, the first binary codes are converted into gray codes and a predetermined number of sequential LSBs are determined from among the gray codes. The gray codes may be generated in a bit-plane format. The LSBs may include only the LSB or may include sequential LSBs from the LSB to an nth bit that is not the MSB.

In operation 730, the determined sequential LSBs of the gray codes are converted into a binary code format so as to generate second binary codes. The second binary codes may also be generated in a bit-plane format and various post processes using only the second binary codes are possible.

FIG. 8 is a flowchart of an image decoding method according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.

Referring to FIG. 8, in operation 810, received first binary codes are converted into a gray code format so as to generate first gray codes. The first binary codes or the first gray codes may be generated in a bit-plane format.

In operation 820, second gray codes including the first gray code as sequential LSBs are generated. The first gray codes may be sequentially inserted from the LSB of the second gray codes. Gray codes obtained through a different path from the sequential LSBs may be inserted into MSBs of the second gray codes.

In operation 830, the second gray codes are converted into a binary code format so as to generate second binary codes. As such, an image of the second binary codes may be restored.

The exemplary embodiments of the present invention can be written as computer programs recorded on a computer readable recording medium and can be implemented in general-use digital computers that execute the programs using the computer readable recording medium. Examples of the computer readable recording medium include magnetic storage media (e.g., ROMs, floppy disks, hard disks, etc.), and optical recording media (e.g., CD-ROMs, or DVDs).
As described above, according to the exemplary embodiments of the present invention, when predetermined least significant bit-planes are separated from an image represented by using a plurality of bit-planes, correlations between neighboring pixels may be maintained by converting binary code bit-planes into gray code bit-planes and reconverting LSBs of the gray code bit-planes into binary bits.

By maintaining correlations between neighboring pixels, efficiency of various image processing operations using LSBs may be improved. In particular, when an image is compressed, an image compression rate of LSBs may be increased.

While the present invention has been particularly shown and described with reference to exemplary embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art that various changes in form and details may be made therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention as defined by the following claims.
Claims

1. An image processing method comprising:
generating first binary codes by converting pixel values of an input image into a binary code format;
converting the first binary codes into gray codes; and
generating second binary codes by converting a predetermined number of sequential least significant bits (LSBs) of the gray codes into the binary code format.

2. The image processing method of claim 1, wherein the generating the first binary codes comprises determining the predetermined number of sequential LSBs from among the gray codes.

3. The image processing method of claim 2, wherein the generating the first binary codes comprises generating first bit-planes for the first binary codes of the input image, and
the converting the first binary codes into the gray codes comprises:
converting the first bit-planes into second bit-planes for the gray codes of the input image; and
determining least significant bit-planes corresponding to the predetermined number of sequential LSBs of the second bit-planes.

4. The image processing method of claim 3, wherein the generating the second binary codes comprises generating third bit-planes for the second binary codes by converting the least significant bit-planes into the binary code format.

5. The image processing method of claim 1, further comprising encoding the input image by using the generated second binary codes.

6. An image decoding method comprising:
generating first gray codes by converting received first binary codes into a gray code format;
generating second gray codes comprising the first gray codes as sequential least significant bits (LSBs); and
generating second binary codes by converting the second gray codes into a binary code format.

7. The image decoding method of claim 6, wherein at least one of the first binary codes, the first gray codes, and the second gray codes are formed in a bit-plane format.

8. The image decoding method of claim 6, further comprising obtaining third gray codes for most significant bits (MSBs) of the second gray codes, wherein the generating the second gray codes comprises generating the second...
gray codes by sequentially inserting the third gray codes into the MSBs of the second gray codes and sequentially inserting the first gray codes into the LSBs of the second gray codes.

9. The image decoding method of claim 6, wherein the generating the second gray codes comprises generating the second gray codes by sequentially inserting the first gray codes into a predetermined number of LSBs.

10. An image processing apparatus comprising:
   a first binary code generation unit which generates first binary codes by converting pixel values of an input image into a binary code format;
   a gray code conversion unit which converts the first binary codes into gray codes; and
   a second binary code reconversion unit which generates second binary codes by converting a predetermined number of sequential least significant bits (LSBs) of the gray codes into the binary code format.

11. The image processing apparatus of claim 10, wherein the first binary code generation unit determines the predetermined number of sequential LSBs from among the gray codes.

12. The image processing apparatus of claim 11, wherein the first binary code generation unit generates first bit-planes for the first binary codes of the input image, and
   the gray code conversion unit converts the first bit-planes into second bit-planes for the gray codes of the input image, and determines least significant bit-planes corresponding to the predetermined number of sequential LSBs of the second bit-planes.

13. The image processing apparatus of claim 13, wherein the second binary code reconversion unit generates third bit-planes for the second binary codes by converting the least significant bit-planes into the binary code format.

14. The image processing apparatus of claim 10, further comprising an image encoding unit which encodes the input image by using the generated second binary codes.

15. An image decoding apparatus comprising:
   a first gray code conversion unit which generates first gray codes by converting received first binary codes into a gray code format;
   a second gray code generation unit which generates second gray codes comprising the first gray codes as sequential least significant bits (LSBs); and
   a second binary code conversion unit which generates second binary codes by converting the second gray codes into a binary code format.

16. The image decoding apparatus of claim 15, wherein at least one of the first
binary codes, the first gray codes, and the second gray codes are formed in a bit-
plane format.

[17] 17. The image decoding apparatus of claim 15, further comprising a third gray
code obtaining unit which obtains third gray codes for most significant bits
(MSBs) of the second gray codes,
wherein the second gray code generation unit generates the second gray codes by
sequentially inserting the third gray codes into the MSBs of the second gray
codes and sequentially inserting the first gray codes into the LSBs of the second
gray codes.

[18] 18. The image decoding apparatus of claim 15, wherein the second gray code
generation unit generates the second gray codes by sequentially inserting the first
gray codes into a predetermined number of LSBs.

[19] 19. A computer readable recording medium having recorded thereon a computer
program for executing the method of claim 1.

[20] 20. A computer readable recording medium having recorded thereon a computer
program for executing the method of claim 6.
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START

SEPARATE PREDETERMINED NUMBER OF LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT-PLANES

END
FIG. 7

START

REPRESENT IMAGE BY USING FIRST BINARY CODES 710

CONVERT FIRST BINARY CODES INTO GRAY CODES 720

CONVERT LSBS OF GRAY CODES INTO SECOND BINARY CODES 730

END

FIG. 8

START

CONVERT RECEIVED FIRST BINARY CODES INTO FIRST GRAY CODES 810

GENERATE SECOND GRAY CODES INCLUDING FIRST GRAY CODES AS LSBS 820

RECONVERT SECOND GRAY CODES INTO SECOND BINARY CODES 830

END